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Cork Northside:  37th out of 40 towns / cities surveyed.  Heavily Littered.   
 
Another disappointing result for Cork Northside with evidence of more litter than in previous 
surveys. There was only one A grade site, at Pope’s Quay which was litter-free despite being a 
very heavily trafficked area. The two D+ sites at Ballyvalone Road and Kilmore Road) require 
immediate intervention and cleaning. Discarded masks were more widespread in this survey 
than any previously. There was evidence of ongoing mechanical cleaning of road/street kerb 
margin during the survey; however due to die back of vegetation long lie litter is more evident. 
This is impacting grades and should be cleaned up now while exposed. This would greatly 
improve the overall cleanliness of the area. 
 

Shandon Street:  Grade B+.  Generally good but a few scatterings of litter; Busy street with traffic and 
footfall 

Pope's Quay:  Grade A.  Litter Free Site; very heavy traffic area. 

Cathedral Road:  Grade B.  Average B grade site; some scatterings of papers, wrappers, plastic bottles 
and masks. 

Baker's Road / Cronin's Field:  Grade C+.  Overall, average to poor. Scatterings of paper wrappers, 
plastic bottles. Some patches of long lie in litter traps. Masks evident. 

Red Forge Road:  Grade B.  Better than previous survey; some signs of cleaning. Still some long lie 
in vegetation in margins. 

Old Mallow Road:  Grade C+.  Generally  average south of Shaw's Bridge some scatterings of papers, 
cans, plastic bottles. Plenty of litter and some dumping around Shaw's Bridge. Plenty of long-lie litter in 
recently died back roadside vegetation  

Dublin Hill:  Grade C+. Overall moderate to poor. Plenty of paper and wrappers. Some evidence of 
dumping at the north end. Plenty of long-lie litter. 

Popham's Road:  Grade C+.  Overall moderate to poor. Scatterings of paper, plastic bottles and 
wrappers. Masks evident. 

Banduff Road:  Grade B. Overall good. Continued improvement on previous surveys, occasional 
plastic bottles and wrappers. Signs of ongoing clean up. However, evidence of long lie dumping in fields 
adjacent to site. 

Ballincollie Road / Glen Heights Road:  Grade C+.  Overall  poor.  Plenty of paper, plastic bottles 
and wrappers. Long lie litter at northern end.  

Connector Road (Dublin Hill to Ballyhooley Road):  Grade B.  Overall average. Some scatterings 
of paper wrappers, plastic bottles. Similar to previous surveys. Almost a B/C. 

North Ring Road:  Grade C+.  Very large and mixed site. Large sections of site litter free and evidence 
of mechanical cleaning ongoing during survey. However, some localised sections with heavy long lie 
litter exposed by die back of vegetation. 

Harbour View Road:  Grade B..  Generally litter free; very occasional plastic bottles, paper and 
wrappers. 

Sunvalley Drive:  Grade C.   Overall poor. Extensive Green Areas with scatterings of litter. Some 
ongoing long lie litter traps in the areas with evidence of long-lie dumping. 
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North Monastery Road:  Grade B.  Overall average. Some scatterings of paper wrappers, plastic 
bottles. 

St. Colmcille's Road:  Grade B..  Overall average; scatterings of plastic bottles, cans papers. More 
litter than previous surveys. 

Mount Agnes Road / Fairfield Avenue:  Grade B. Overall average. Some scatterings of paper 
wrappers, plastic bottles. 

Ballyhooley Road:  Grade B.  Generally good. Some plastic bottles, plastic wrappers, papers. 

Old Youghal Road:  Grade B. Overall average; occasional paper, plastic bottles and wrappers 

Great William O' Brien Street:  Grade B.   More littered than usual. Previously litter free. Scatterings 
of plastic bottles, papers. 

Kilmore Road:  Grade D+.  Overall very poor. Plenty of paper wrappers, plastic bottles. Evidence of 
domestic waste dumping. Almost a D grade site. 

Ballyvolane Road:  Grade D+. Evidence of extensive dumping of domestic waste. Very Poor. Almost 
a D Grade site. 

Upper Fairhill:  Grade C.   Overall  poor. Plenty of paper, plastic bottles and wrappers.  

Glen Avenue:  Grade C+. Overall moderate to poor. Scatterings and accumulations of litter common 
(plastic bags, paper, cans, bottles) and some evidence of small scale dumping.  

Watercourse Road:  Grade B+. Generally, litter free; very occasional plastic bottles, paper. 

 

 

 

 


